
Chapter 3 

 

San Diego, California - February 1995  

 

Dale Ragland, Commander of Operations, sat frustrated behind his desk at the Defense 

Information Systems Agency’s Headquarters in San Diego. It had only been a few years since 

DISA was added to the list of Government Agencies involved in fighting the war against the 

Colombian drug cartels. DISA's original role in the fight was to form a network between the 

other alphabet agencies—the FBI, CIA, DEA, ATF, NRO, Coast Guard, and various Vice 

Enforcement Divisions—so everyone had access to the same information. The competition 

between the agencies had become counter-productive. They each wanted to make the big score 

and get their agency’s name on the front page, which they correctly believed would result in a 

balloon in future funding.   

It was becoming common practice for agencies to hoard information and informants. In 

one embarrassing case, an informant was recruited by both the FBI and DEA, neither knowing 

the other had recruited him. The informant was able to exchange unique information between the 

two agencies—rarely having to do any legwork of his own—and make a nice double salary 

while he was at it. It was also common for agencies to be involved in the same sting operations. 

Agents spent valuable time and resources setting up stings to catch “drug dealers” who turned 

out to be undercover agents from another bureau that were there for the same reason. 

DISA developed dedicated network servers for the drug information databases of the 

various agencies. The agency built a secure network via encrypted satellite signals and optical 

fiber lines. The agencies could access DISA's virtual databank, making it very difficult to 

conceal information from each other. So far, this work-in-progress was proving to be extremely 

efficient and successful. This project was not what was disturbing Dale. 

His frustration came from his own crew, which he'd assembled as black operations 

information gatherers. Dale called them his Anti-drug Doves, a common name in the industry, 

and they provided exceptional information—sometimes at the cost of their lives, which was 

becoming a more regular occurrence lately. In fact, only two original members of the five-person 

team were still with the Doves. 

Dale found his recruits in some pretty outlandish ways. He found Paul Blanchard, who 

prefers his hacker name, Polebird, when the National Security Agency discovered him hacking 

into their information databases for fun. A call to DISA is required for any major breach in 

Internet security or malicious use of the Internet. Word got through from DISA's Intelligence 

Department to Operations, and Dale immediately snagged Polebird to help set up the security for 

the Drug Information Databank. Dan Jolicoeur was recruited directly from the Army for his 

skills in combat and computer systems. Besides being a competent database administrator, he 

proved to be an expert marksman—a hard to find, yet surprisingly useful, combination. 

Lately, however, Commander Ragland was finding it extremely difficult to replace his 

team members. The military had a funny way of hiding their best personnel for their own 



purposes. Most of the quality military personnel—highly trained soldiers—considered DISA a 

joke. They saw DISA agents as a bunch of computer geeks and non-combatants. This was a 

stereotype that was mostly true regarding the regular Operations team. Another barrier to 

recruiting was that Dale rarely considered civilians. He had serious reservations about putting 

untrained lives on the line in military-type situations, which was only too common in the War on 

Drugs. The applications Dale got from people who wanted to be on the team were usually bored 

citizens who romanticized the spy career, but had no qualifications. He knew the reality of the 

job would most likely be the last thing they would grasp before they left this earth. Nothing 

romantic about death.   

That left Dale short on personnel with a major sting ready to go down in Los Angeles. He 

was going to have to use Polebird for the first time as a primary operative, gathering information 

from drug dealers. Polebird had done several stakeouts for Dale. His patience, watchful nature, 

and ability to focus on the mission over any distractions made him a natural for stakeouts. 

Polebird had all the information memorized that he would need for the sting, and he could easily 

look the part of a cocaine buyer, but Dale didn't know how he would act in the field when faced 

with evidence that his life could be at risk. On this assignment there would also be two new team 

members to back him up, but they were both young men from the Army and Dale didn't expect 

them to last as Doves. Had he known how prescient he was, he never would have sent any of 

them out.   

And then a red flag on the computerized list of daily gripes gave Dale a hint of optimism 

for his team. 

 

Santa Monica, California 

 

“Lieutenant Jackson, what a surprise,” Devyn whispered from his hospital bed in Culver 

City. The rasping whisper conveyed a hint of sarcasm. Lt. Jackson had been in to see him nearly 

every day since Devyn’s voice had returned. It was strongly suggested that Devyn remain in the 

Santa Monica hospital rather than transfer to his hometown. This would allow him to help in the 

police department's investigation of Lacy’s murder.  

The doctors were able to reconstruct most of the damage to his esophagus, but there 

would be a permanent scar on his upper chest from the injury and the surgery. The knife wound 

missed the major arteries, the lungs and the heart. Somehow Devyn was able to roll over and 

crawl to the bike path before he passed out face-down, which fortunately prevented him from 

drowning in his own blood. But his recollection of that night’s events after he was stabbed was 

hazy. 

“How you feelin', Sport?” Lt. Jackson began, his cheery greeting out of place in the 

room.  “Outa' here tomorrow, eh? I figured I’d see you off…”   

“Yes Sir, finally...” Devyn began. “You've got nothing new on the gang, I take it,” he 

continued, with an expression that let the lieutenant know he didn't put any blame on him. Larry 

Jackson had been assigned to the case. His minor was in psychology and he enjoyed nothing 



more than locking away psychopaths. His boss knew it and did his best to get Jackson on the 

sexual assault and domestic violence cases, especially when murder was a factor.  

Before Devyn lost consciousness on the night of the attack, he had seen the taillights of a 

vehicle as it squealed away. They were distinctive, from an older model Cougar, but the LAPD 

had no success in locating any matches so far. They had also not been able to find any of the 

gang members that were involved, and as the days ticked away, it looked more and more as 

though they wouldn't. Lt. Jackson had four other cases he was working and limited manpower 

for the effort. He'd been obsessed for weeks with Lacy's murder—still haunted by the scene on 

the beach—but the high traffic on any given day on the Santa Monica beaches made sorting out 

evidence impossible. This was turning into a special case for Jackson, who had grown to like 

Devyn during the past few weeks, and he was not planning to let him down. 

“Sorry, kid...I'll keep on this—on my own time if I have to—and I'll let you know the 

minute we make even the slightest progress.” Jackson was letting this case become personal, a 

situation he learned long ago to avoid. Getting too emotionally involved in a case always led to 

poor decisions.   

“Thanks, Lieutenant, I appreciate everything you've done so far. Thanks for coming to 

say goodbye, it means a lot to me knowing you're on this case,” Devyn rasped through his 

wounded esophagus, extending his hand to Lt. Jackson. 

“Have a safe trip home, Devyn,” he said, shaking Devyn's hand. “I have your number.” 

 

After the long drive from Los Angeles to Davis, Devyn went straight to the Grey's house 

to talk with Lacy's parents. The meeting was strained. Everyone was still reeling emotionally 

from the utter viciousness of the events of that night, and though they tried not to, the Greys 

blamed Devyn for taking their little girl from the safety of her home. But they knew in their 

hearts how much the two had loved each other and saw clearly what Devyn was going through. 

The Greys offered to have Devyn over for dinner, but he declined with the excuse that his chest 

pain would make him lousy company. He left as soon as he could, seeking his own apartment 

and his own bed, where he slept hard for ten hours.   

He woke up restless. Flashes of the attack kept moving in and out of his consciousness; 

things he hadn’t recalled while soothed by the hospital drugs during his recovery, but things he 

would never forget. He'd spent his time in the hospital replaying that night over and over in his 

head, and now he needed some better thoughts. His mind screamed for him to do something, but 

his body was shaky from the weeks in the hospital. It was time to focus on something 

constructive.   

Devyn jumped in his Toyota 4runner and headed off to the lumberyard where he 

purchased several two-by-fours and four-by-fours. He spent a good part of the morning building 

a sturdy beam for his 70-pound heavy-bag and a platform for his speed-bag, which he mounted 

head high. After a light meal, Devyn began working his neglected muscles with some light 

punches and kicks. It was a quick workout. The exertion tired him and began to sting his not-yet 

fully recovered chest; but there was some satisfaction in visualizing the face of the kid he had 



come to refer to as “Fatboy” on the bags. That night Devyn tried to jog, but could only manage a 

little over a quarter-mile before his chest began to burn.   

Daily, Devyn pushed himself to the limits. After three weeks, he had accomplished a 

five-mile slow jog and his kicks were connecting hard with the speed-bag, now hanging three 

inches above his head. Daily stretching had quickly returned his flexibility. He had also 

agonizingly pressed his body through a set of 100 sit-ups and 50 push-ups several times per day. 

His body was nearly its old self again, except for the nagging ache from the wound to his chest.   

The Los Angeles Police Department was still clueless about the identity of the murderers. 

Devyn called a few times every week. He had lost patience with their lack of progress, and 

decided to implement a plan that had been forming in his mind from the moment he regained 

consciousness in the hospital. He emptied the $6,200 out of his savings account and drove to 

Reno, Nevada.   

The stores were closed when Devyn arrived that evening, so he rolled the bones on the 

craps table for a while. He loved the atmosphere in the casinos. Everyone was there for the same 

reason, even the people who worked there. This resulted in a subtle, all-embracing bond—and 

everyone got along great for the most part, especially when the free drinks came around. Devyn 

made it a habit to tip the cocktail waitresses generously, ensuring a speedy return with more 

watered-down Cuba Libres.  

Usually one to chat freely with the dealers, waitresses, and fellow gamblers at the craps 

table, Devyn refrained that evening, embarrassed by his gravelly voice, which he thought 

sounded like he'd had a laryngectomy. He kept his bets small to make the night last longer. Up 

$320 after a few hours of betting against the dice, Devyn got a room for the night at the Silver 

Legacy Hotel & Casino.   

The next morning, he hit the pawnshop district. He found what he was looking for at his 

third stop. The Marlin .22 caliber semi-automatic long-range rifle was a little beat up, but as long 

as it shot straight, Devyn didn't care how it looked. It would have to be modified even if it were 

brand new. After leaving the shop, he went to a gun dealer and purchased a Bausch & Lomb 6x - 

18x scope, mounts and rings, flip-up scope covers, a cleaning kit, a bipod and two extra 

magazines. On his way out of town, Devyn stopped at another pawnshop and purchased a Buck 

knife with a 6-inch blade, a short boot knife with a serrated edge, and a fake security badge. 

After he returned home, Devyn had his Mustang's 302 V-8 engine tuned up and the oil 

changed. A considerable amount of the paint on the metallic blue 1965 Mustang had faded and 

peeled off, revealing the primer beneath. Devyn had been meaning to restore it, but now he was 

glad he'd never gotten around to it. He wanted to be inconspicuous for his trip back to LA; an old 

beat-up Mustang would be perfect.   

Devyn replaced the wooden stock of the Marlin with a dull black synthetic stock. He 

attached the sheath for the boot knife to the stock of the rifle with cable ties. The scope was then 

mounted and sighted-in using a bipod on the rifle; it shot well enough for Devyn to hit a CD-

sized target 10 out of 10 shots from 100 yards out. He was satisfied.   



Devyn made a trip to the hardware store and picked up a length of PVC pipe, some PVC 

fittings and some rubber fender washers with quarter-inch holes. Back at his apartment, he cut 

five 2 ½ inch sections from the pipe. Inside these he wedged cotton, keeping them from the 

center of the tube with a roll of wire mesh. He connected the pipes together with the fittings. A 

fender washer was wedged in the fittings between each piece of pipe, so there was a direct line 

through the center, which Devyn kept accurate with a thin wooden dowel. He attached an adapter 

fitting to the end of the makeshift silencer, which was made to fit a smaller piece of PVC, but 

was just the right size to fit on the end of the Marlin's barrel. He removed the iron-sight from the 

end of the barrel and replaced it with the PVC.  

Devyn tried out his homemade suppressor. It had cut the sound of the shot in half, and the 

.22 caliber rifle was not loud to begin with. The accuracy of the .22 suffered, however, with the 

new addition to the barrel. Devyn could not get a single shot to hit its mark even at 50 yards. He 

unscrewed the silencer and noticed that the bullets were hitting the last two fender washers. After 

another trip to the hardware store and two more attempts at making a silencer, Devyn was 

satisfied with an accurate suppressor that was no louder than a handclap. He packed a few sets of 

clothes, added his new toys, jumped in his Mustang and headed south. 

 

His first five days in LA proved uneventful. No old Cougars—dark colored, maybe gray 

or green if Devyn’s hazy memory was accurate—were to be seen. He had only captured a 

glimpse as it sped away under the street lights. Devyn spent some time staking out the beach 

looking for purple bandanas, with no luck. Hours of driving around the low-end districts of LA 

turned up nothing as well. He spent his nights watching the beach for the gang, and his days 

sleeping in a dive motel off Sunset Blvd. His lack of progress was becoming very discouraging. 

He decided to go to the police to see how their investigation was going, but chose the Culver 

City precinct instead of Lt. Jackson’s in Santa Monica. He didn't want Jackson to know he was in 

town conducting his own investigation. He was pretty sure the Lieutenant wouldn’t welcome the 

help.   

Devyn had to sign a form with a brief explanation of the reason for his visit and show the 

clerk his ID. After a short wait, he was taken into Lt. Baird's office. Baird was a middle-aged 

man with a friendly smile and a perpetually rumpled look, even in uniform. He was a bit 

overweight and the word “jolly” crossed Devyn's mind as he took a seat in front of the 

lieutenant's desk. Baird seemed to operate in a state of disorder—the desk was cluttered with 

papers and his wastebasket was full. His badge had been thrown haphazardly in front of his 

computer keyboard.   

“What can I do for ya', son?” Baird boomed, leaning forward with his arms crossed on 

the desk.   

“I was wondering if you could find out if there's been any progress on a Lacy Grey 

murder case,” Devyn said. “I think a Lieutenant Jackson in Santa Monica was working on it.”   

“I’ll only be able to tell you what’s already been made public. Let's have us a looksee…” 

he said as he turned towards his computer. Baird changed screens, entered a password, and stared 



at the monitor for a few minutes, hitting the down arrow key every few seconds. “Have a late 

night last night? Sounds like you been to a concert or something,” he said, making small talk 

while he scrolled through files. Devyn just nodded, deciding if looking tired would explain his 

voice, he’d go with that rather than the real story.   

“Right…that's Larry Jackson's case. There's not much here, I'm sorry to tell ya'. The last 

entry says they interrogated a coupl'a suspected gang members, but they didn't get anything from 

them. That was weeks ago.”   

“Mind if I have a look?”   

“Sorry, son, you need Lt. Jackson's permission to see his files… I can give him a call, if 

you like,” Baird offered.   

“Nah, but thanks for your time, Lieutenant,” Devyn said as he stood up to shake hands.   

“Sorry I didn't have better news for ya', son,” Baird said, already shuffling papers around 

on his desk.   

Bingo. Devyn’s revelation was so obvious he felt stupid for not thinking of it sooner. The 

computers for the police departments were all networked. He went straight to a computer store 

and purchased a high-speed laptop with a modem. The next stop was Spy Connection on Century 

Blvd. There he picked up a digital micro-cam disguised as a ballpoint pen, which could be 

downloaded to his laptop. The pen used a small watch battery and had a memory chip that could 

digitally record up to four minutes. He also spent several hours in a local bookstore perusing 

books on the Internet and network security—he bought a small stack. Finally, Devyn stopped by 

an office supply store and then finished the day at a local hardware store.   

Back at his hotel, Devyn went to work. He spent the next few sleepless days reading and 

re-reading his books, researching the Internet, and transforming his computer and modem. He 

had a rudimentary knowledge of networks, but this was going to need a more sophisticated level 

of intel. He tried out his modifications by hacking into the phone lines of a local car dealership 

and was pleasantly surprised at his success.  

He found an image of an Oregon driver's license on the Internet and downloaded it to the 

laptop. Oregon was still laminating their driver’s licenses and had not upgraded to the credit card 

style, making it easy to make a counterfeit. He changed the information to match his own height, 

weight, eye color, and birthdate. Finally, he filmed his face with the pen-cam and made a still 

image of it. He pasted the image on the Oregon driver's license and saved that to a floppy disk. 

Devyn printed the image at Kinko’s on photo quality paper, cut it to size and laminated it. He 

now had a legitimate-looking fake ID.   

 

At last feeling prepared, Devyn paid another visit to the police department. He made sure 

he wouldn't be talking to the same clerk or Lt. Baird, so as not to arouse any suspicions. He 

correctly assumed that a police department would be the last place to expect to see a fake ID—

the clerk barely gave it a glance. When he entered the office of Lt. Farley, Devyn asked the same 

questions he'd asked Lt. Baird. As the lieutenant typed in the password to access Lt. Jackson's 

files, Devyn filmed the keyboard with his pen micro-cam, while casually chewing on one end.   



The investigation results were the same—as he knew they would be—and Devyn thanked 

Lieutenant Farley for his help and returned to his hotel room. He downloaded the contents in the 

micro-cam and watched the results. The picture was blurry and the angle wasn't the greatest. He 

had to watch the video a dozen times before he was pretty sure he had the correct password: 

slyfox45. It sounded like a password the lieutenant would choose for himself.   

After staking out a few police departments, Devyn decided on the Venice Police 

Department. He knew the area well enough and he could blend with the crowds if he had to. 

There was a security camera in the front of the building, but none on the sides. This was perfect 

for Devyn's plan. Along the eastern side of the building were the electrical boxes, secured with 

locks. His heart was racing as he cut the lock with his bolt cutters. No alarms yet. He found the 

wires he was looking for. The police department used encapsulated wiring for security reasons. 

The wires were encased in pressurized tubes so that any break or loss of pressure would 

immediately set off an alarm. If Devyn's theory were correct, however, he could still monitor the 

wires without a breach. Electricians use a tool that allows them to “sniff” wires to test their 

signal strength without cutting through the insulation. They could even tell the length of the wire. 

Devyn took this tool one step further and used it to sense the energy pulses that radiate at a 90-

degree angle from the wire. A modem translated the analog frequency pulses to digital signals 

that could be read in binary by the computer—strong frequencies were recorded as 1's; and weak 

frequencies as 0's. The computer could then translate the binary into human-readable text. He 

attached the alligator-clips leading to his laptop and went to work.   

 

Having established a connection with their server, Devyn logged into the PD's database. 

Using the password, he could now follow the murder case completely. He struck pay dirt 

immediately. Two Hispanic kids had been questioned, as Baird had already told him, but claimed 

to know nothing about the night of the murder or the Cougar. One was described as having a 

purple bandana tied around his shoe. Devyn noted that the kids had been picked up just outside 

of South Central Los Angeles. He replaced the lock on the electrical box with a similar one he 

had brought with him, packed up his gear and left the area, strolling casually to mask his 

excitement. He had this. 

 


